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                    Finding the safest and most effective bot services and how to grow your income on Poshmark
                

        	
                
        	
                    Poshmark can be demanding of your time if you want to be successful on the site. Even with the time spent, the investment isn’t always what you’ve hoped for.
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                    Rock bottom prices, quality to match
                

        	
                
        	
                    I don't recommend paying for Simple Posher. In many cases, it will do more harm than good.
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                    Balanced good performance and reasonable cost
                

        	
                
        	
                    ClosetPilot is a newer Poshmark bot with auto share, auto follow, and other features.
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                    Does this veteran Poshmark tool hold up against the competition?
                

        	
                
        	
                    The product does work as expected. It shares items from your closet correctly, as well as sharing items to Posh Parties. The automatic following functionality also works as expected. It accomplishes the job.
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                Mother of three, Wisconsinite. Full-time Poshmark reseller since 2016. I started this blog to write about my experience on Poshmark, and to share tips and insights that I've gleaned from my experiences. I have had success using Poshmark automation tools to grow my reselling business, so this is also where I post reviews of popular Poshmark tools.
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